
At Bartenderz we cater 
to all you event needs 

THEMED EVENTS

Pick your own theme or have our event 
coordinator suggest one for you.
Your event can be transformed to your desired 
theme by us with help from our contacts 
around town. Below are pics from a recent 
studio 54 theme.

Other examples of successful themes have 
been Casino theme, American Diner theme or even a Black Tie Event in your very own 
backyard!

CORPORATE  EVENTS

Product launches, Store openings, End of financial year parties or Christmas 
celebrations. We’ve done them all!
Dazzle with a difference at your next corporate event.

Bartenderz Boutique Event Services

Email
enquiries@bartenderz.com.au

Contact
1300 329 794

Our Services
Bartenderz Boutique Event Services
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EQUIPMENT

Our contemporary bars provide the ultimate event backdrop but to truly compliment them why 
not include some furniture or decorations that we can make available to you. Having top 
relationships with some of the best hiring companies available,
if we don’t have what you need we can certainly source other items from our close contacts. 
From Marquees and chandeliers to illuminated dance floors to six seater handmade chesterfield 
dinner booths these are just some of the items we can use to create the night you’re after.

WWW.BARTENDERZ.COM.AU

FABULOUS FOOD

We’ve been doing what we do for over 7 
years now and we’ve worked with some 
amazing caterers, all with different 
strengths and all with diverse traits to 
offer.

As with everything we do, we like to 
provide ‘wow factor’. We know food 
teams that have the same passion for 
uniqueness and quality as Bartenderz so 
we suggest them when we think they 
might suit what you are looking for.
Good, quality food, but served with edge 
and difference.

If you already have your own caterers or 
want to do food yourself, no problem. 
We’re more than happy to work with your 
caterers, but able to suggest one of our 
own catering affiliates if that’s what you’re 
after.MOBILE BAR SERVICE     

“At BARTENDERZ, we bring our bars to you!”Our contemporary, mobile, 
luminescent bars provide the ultimate event backdrop, adding sophistication, subtle 
elegance and style for every event.

Email
enquiries@bartenderz.com.au

Contact
1300 349 457
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